
Ascended Numerology, Magic In The Numbers!!
 

 

 

1:11, 2:22, 3:33, is it by chance you are waking up at these synchronistic times

and glancing at the clock when they appear or is someone trying to message

you? 

 

Your soul can actually communicate with you through numbers.  

Everything is energy and frequency. Therefore every number carries a unique

energy. When you understand what each of the numbers mean, you can

discern what your soul is trying to communicate. This is the art of Ascended

Numerology. It is an ancient mystical art that was used by the Essene. 

Ascended Numerology is quite different from numerology in that it utilizes the

numbers 0 and 13 thus incorporating the energy of the infinite, which includes

the soul. 

 

Everyone is born with a soul blueprint. This is the foundational energy you

carried into this life experience. In Ascended Numerology it is called a

Diamond Foundation. Your birth name carries a number (energy), your birth

date carries a number (energy) and your birth location carries a number

(energy). When these 3 numbers are added together, a fourth number is

determined, which is your Master Soul Code. This is the energy you came here

to master. Often times, it is your greatest challenge. When it is mastered, it

becomes your greatest gift! 

 

These 4 numbers collectively make up your diamond foundation. Everyone’s

diamond foundation (soul blueprint) is unique and extremely informative

about your life experience and how your soul is expressing through it. Your

diamond foundation acts as a road map or formula for action towards your

greatest soul potential in form. For example, my chart is extremely

imbalanced, therefore this was an energetic issue of mine for some time. But,

when I moved to a new location and purchased a pet, my energy became more

balanced and I felt much better. 

 

 

 



Ascended Numerology can be used to determine advantageous marriage

dates, ideal living locations or the companies best suited to work for. In fact, it

can answer most questions. It is great for explaining why certain events

happened in your life, the purpose of deaths or births, as well as the energetic

role each family member plays. 

 

Knowing your diamond foundation is not only a fantastic healing tool but is

also empowering. You can make more enlightened decisions when light is shed

on your experience and when you understand the blueprint of your highest

soul potential. 

 

Ascended Numerology is a healing art I’ve applied and enjoyed with incredible

accuracy for many years. If you are interested in finding your personal

Diamond Foundation and Master Soul code or would enjoy a more extensive

reading, please contact me.


